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SPoRT History
• Mission:  
• Transition unique NASA and NOAA observations and research 
capabilities to the operational weather community to improve 
short-term weather forecasts on a regional and local scale.
• Established in 2002 through an unsolicited proposal from then-MSFC 
scientists Bill Lapenta, Steve Goodman, and Gary Jedlovec
• Supported by NASA’s Research and Analysis Program and the Weather 
Focus Area (Tsengdar Lee) and supplemented by NASA, NOAA, and other 
proposal areas to build upon core capabilities and partnerships.
• Significant support from NOAA received through Satellite Proving Grounds 
(GOES-R 2009+ / JPSS 2011+) and Risk Reduction activities, and NOAA’s 
Modeling, Analysis, Predictions, and Projections starting 2017
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SPoRT R2O/O2R Paradigm
• Bridge the “Valley of Death” 
through interactive partnership 
with end users
o Maintain interactive 
partnerships with help of 
specific advocates
o Integrate into user decision 
support tools
o Create product training
o Perform targeted product 
assessments
• Concept has been used to 
successfully transition more than 
40 satellite datasets to operational 
users for nearly 15 years
• Other groups in the community 
have adopted this paradigm
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Current Partnerships
• Perform targeted research activities 
to exploit unique capabilities of 
NASA satellites and technologies to 
solve specific weather forecasting 
challenges
• Support for product dissemination to 
AWIPS, AWIPS II, N-AWIPS, WMS, etc.
• Apply unique R2O/O2R paradigm for 
transitioning data and obtaining 
valuable feedback from NWS 
forecasters, engagement via blogs and 
social media
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Nighttime Microphysics RGB from GOES-16 of a TN Valley 
fog event on 28 Mar 2017
GMI clearly shows center of Hurricane Harvey 
on 25 Aug 2017; used by NHC
Quickly differentiates cloud types by resulting colors / texture
Clear center fix
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Gridded NUCAPS identifies 
convective potential 
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Remote Sensing
NASA GPM Data:
• False color 
composites for 
improved TC 
diagnosis
• IMERG rainfall 
estimates gap-fill 
radar/data-void 
areas Gridded NUCAPS Applications
• Supporting new applications of NUCAPS 
information to support weather 
forecasting
False Color Composites (RGBs)
• Past assessments and demonstrated value of multispectral 
compositing of MODIS, VIIRS, now GOES-16 upcoming GOES-S
• Transitioned to operations through collaborations with OPG, 
assisting with training development and related activities.
Low clouds / fog
• Land surface (LIS; SMAP) to improve 
short-term weather and agricultural 
forecasts
• Use satellite-derived aerosols to 
improve satellite data assimilation 
and cloud microphysics in models
Tracking agricultural 
drought impacts
1-Week Difference in Column Relative Soil Moisture (%) on 28 Aug 
2017 shows rapid changes from Hurricane Harvey
3-Mo. Evaporative Stress Index ending August 2016 captures 
evolving drought and informs drought monitoring
Capturing pollution transport through new AOD products and 
for assimilation into NWP models
Land and Atmosphere Modeling
Record rainfall and 
continued flood risk
Pollution signal
GLM detects lightning along a squall line over the Gulf of Mexico on 4 May 2017
Lightning
• Past experience in using ground-based Lightning Mapping Arrays (LMAs) to prepare forecasters for 
GLM applications, support continuing through liaison and training efforts focused on GOES-16/GLM
• Increased focus on lightning safety applications in collaborations with NASA Marshall, other NASA 
Centers, NOAA partners, and emergency managers
GLM data supporting lightning safety at NASA Marshall
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• Extending interest in lightning safety 
research to explore displays to help advise 
on time since last observed lightning, and 
distance from recent threat
• Adopting GIS tools and other displays to 
extend reach of GLM and other SPoRT
generated data sets
GLM Safety product example 2036 UTC 1/8/2017
Training development implements 
educational design concepts, 
complimenting NOAA, in collaboration 
with the Satellite Training Advisory 
Team.
Diverse methods to meet a wide 
range of learning styles:
o Site visits by SPoRT / SMEs
o 1-minute videos, 3-5 minute videos, 
and 20+ case studies comprising the 
SPoRT Applications Library
o User-based, operational modules
o Quick Guide format adopted for use 
in GOES-16 and JPSS products
Developed collaboratively with 
operational meteorologists to 
leverage their expertise.
Training and Outreach
Short, Narrated Modules
Site Visits to WFOs
“Quick Guides”
Product quick 
references available 
online or in AWIPS 
Targeted Assessments
o Quantitative questions and qualitative 
feedback, soliciting open commentary on 
products and utility
User Engagement
o Following up on Q&A via email and 
responding to questions
o Sharing between SPoRT and forecasters via 
email, blogs, and social media
o Assessments finalized with report shared 
with product developers/contributors
Assessments and Feedback
Outreach
o Wide World of SPoRT blog
o https://nasasport.wordpress.com
o @NASA_SPoRT, SPoRT Facebook Page
Continued Collaborations
• Extended and evolving collaborations with NOAA’s Satellite 
Proving Ground efforts to continue engagement with NWS 
meteorologists on exciting new applications of GOES-16, 
upcoming GOES-S, and S-NPP/NOAA-20 data
• Investigate development of new value-added products and applications 
with emphasis on weather forecasting and decision support
• Engagement with the National Water Center and National Water 
Model, exploring data assimilation opportunities for current and 
future NASA mission data
• Potential use of NASA Land Information System fields, soil moisture 
data assimilation, and other hydro-focused missions (e.g. SWOT)
• Spinoff projects established separately from SPoRT’s core 
activities, but applying R2O/O2R paradigm in new ways:
• NASA’s Earth / Applied Science Disasters Team at Marshall
• Space Weather Applications leveraging unique NASA products
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